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WARM WELCOME
BMC BUZZ welcomes Dr. S. Sacchidanand as the new Dean/Director of BMCRI. An
alumnus of JNMC, Belgaum, he specialised in Dermatology in Vellore, Mysuru and Belgaum.
After serving as medical officer in Sullia, Mangalore, he joined Bangalore Medical College
and served in the Department of Dermatology where he rose to become the Prof. and HOD.
He also served as the Registrar Evaluation, RGUHS and as Director of Medical Education.
He has authored twelve books in Dermatology, published 110 articles in recognised journals and has
organised and conducted 25 conferences in Dermatology. He was President of IADVL (2008) and SARAD
(2015-2017). He was responsible to start the RGUHS recongised Fellowship courses in Dermto-surgery,
Aesthetic Dermatology and Paediatric Dermatology. Interested in music, movies and cricket.
BMC BUZZ EXTENDS A WARM WELCOME TO DR. SACCHIDANAND, WISHES HIM ALL THE VERY
BEST AND EXPRESSES CONFIDENCE THAT BMCRI WILL RISE TO GREATER HEIGHTS UNDER HIS
STEWARDSHIP.

FAREWELL
One of unalterable “givens” in Govt. service is retirement. And so it is that we bid farewell
to Dr. P.K. Devadass who served Bangalore Medical College for decades first as a teacher
and HOD of the Dept of forensic Medicine and finally as Dean/Director of BMCRI. He was
a very pro-active, efficient, strict and go getting Director.
His significant contributions include opening a skin bank, Heamophilia centre and most importantly
supporting and encouraging Cadaver Organ Transplants. If Karnataka stands second in the Country in
Cadaver Organ Transplants, a significant amount of credit should go to Dr. Devadass. The KPTCL
TRAUMA AND EMERGENCY CARE BLOCK, work on which started around 2005 and as part of the
Karnataka Government’s contribution to the Golden Jubilee Celebrations of Bangalore Medical College,
was completed and inaugurated in May 2016. The tele-radiology services e-KIRAN with BMC as the hub
was also set into motion.
The construction of the new multi storied and modern premises for Bangalore Medical College also
started in Feb 2015 and it is almost complete and may be inaugurated this year. There is no doubt that he
was a busy and benevolent Dean/Director of BMCRI.
We miss him and wish him all the very best in whatever he chooses to involve himself in, in the future.
We also wish him good health and a long life.

LETTERS:
I am very happy to read the beautiful article written by Dr L Ramesh. It is a master piece and a fitting
tribute to our dear teacher and mentor Dr. K M Srinivasa Gowda. Well done Dr. Ramesh!
Prof C V Raghuveer. MBBS,MD,DCP.
Vice Chancellor, Sri Devaraj Urs Academy of Higher Education & Research
**********
The writer of the article has understood Dr. Srinivasa Gowda in totality and is thoroughly impressed by
his selfless work and leadership.
Dr. Suresh Korati
Associate Professor of Ophthalmology, Minto Ophthalmic Hospital, BMCRI
**********
Very well written and informative.
Please continue the great work.
Thanks and regards and best wishes to everyone involved with the project.
Dr. H Padmesh MD, CA, USA
BMC DT-INFOSYS FOUNDATION BONE MARROW REGISTRY UPDATES:
Awareness programmes in Feb’2017
1. PES IT (1/2/17) – 70 Registered as Voluntary donors
2. BMS College of Engineering (4/2/17) – 247 Registered as Voluntary donors
3. BMS College for Women (7/2/17) – 268 Registered as Voluntary donors
4. BMS College for Law (15/2/17) – 78 Registered as Voluntary donors
5. Sri Rama Temple, Chokkadi, Sullia, Mangalore (19/2/17) – 230 Registered as Voluntary donors
6. BMS Executive Education (21/2/17) – 45 Registered as Voluntary donors
7. BMS Institute of Technology (23/2/17) – 117 Registered as Voluntary donors
8. Sapthagiri Institute of Medical Sciences (27/2/17) – 404 Registered as Voluntary donors

MEDITHON – 2017
Awareness cum charity fund raiser marathon was conducted by BMCRI on 19th February at
Shree Kanteerava Stadium. It was done for benefit and welfare of hemophilia patients in
Victoria Hospital. The marathon saw around 1400 participants along with 200 hemophilia
patients. It was graced by many dignitaries like SBI Chief General Manager Farooq Sahab,
Dean/Director of BMCRI Dr. Devadass P. K. Medical Superintendent of Victoria Hospital Dr.
Satish, Dr. Natesh B H, Dr. Meera, HOD - Hematology and head organisers for the event.
A lunch night was held on 17th February 2017 in Dr. T. B. Basavarajendra Auditorium,
Alumni Building, BMCRI. It was done to officially launch the Annual Awareness cum fund
raiser marathon “MEDITHON”.

TEACHER REMEMBERED - PROFESSOR R MARTHANDA VARMA
By- T

R K (Kerala) Varma, ( BMC Batch of 1965)

Prof RM Varma passed away in March 2015 at the age of 93. He had received many
awards and for his contributions to neurosurgery he was awarded Padma Shri in
1972. He was also a recipient of the Citizen Extraordinary of Bangalore Award in
1967 and the Sir Visvesvaraya Award in 1998. His legacy however will be in
establishing NIMHANS as a premier international centre for neurosurgery. I shared
a professional speciality and name with this remarkable person but I wish I had had
the opportunity to know him better. Unfortunately our paths crossed on only a few
occasions. However, that 35mm film I saw in 1969 and the brief meetings I have had
with him will remain a lasting memory.

Professor R Marthanda Varma – A Personal Reminiscence
On a recent visit to Bangalore I had the pleasure and honour of meeting Dr Srinivasa
Gowda, who had been a couple of years ahead of me at BMC and is of course now a
leading light in the BMC Alumni Association and the BMC Development Trust. In a
subsequent email conversation, he suggested that I could perhaps write a piece for
BMC BUZZ. As I pondered over this suggestion the realization struck me that after
45 years, memories of the time at Medical College is fragmented and sometimes
incomplete. However, some events seem to remain etched in one’s brain – either
because it was particularly interesting and enjoyable but sometimes because it was
an event one would rather forget, but cannot!!
For whatever reason, one event that stuck in my mind from my years at BMC was
part of a visit to what was then The All India Institute of Mental Health. We were

shown a 35mm film of a neurosurgical procedure undertaken by Prof R M Varma –
the memory of the details are a bit hazy. However to this day I recall the film
showing a patient with a severe upper limb tremor arriving in an auto rickshaw
at the Institute. My actual recollection of the neurosurgical operation itself is
vague but I vividly recall the tremor stopping dramatically during the procedure.
The patient was then shown leaving in an auto rickshaw but now without a
tremor! Why this particular film remained etched in my memory is unclear – but if
I was writing a novel about my career I guess this would have been the moment I was
inspired to become a neurosurgeon. Unfortunately, at that stage I had no intention of
following a path to neurosurgery and it was only serendipity that took me there.
Though my parents knew Prof Varma I had not met him and indeed did not meet
him till much later in my career. Prof R M Varma was at that time already a legend
in Bangalore – everybody had heard of him and patients from far and wide flocked
to the Institute on Hosur Road for his neurosurgical expertise. In the 1960’s with
Prof Ramamurthi in Madras and Prof J Chandy in Vellore he was part of the famous
triumvirate of South Indian Neurosurgery that established neurosurgery as an
independent surgical speciality in India. He was renowned for his holistic approach
to neurological and neuropsychiatric conditions. It was through his efforts that
the National Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences (NIMHANS) was
opened in 1977 and to this day it remains one of the premier institutions in the
country and indeed the world.
In 1973 serendipity played its hand in shaping my career. Having completed my
internship and SHO posts at Safdarjung Hospital in Delhi I was awaiting admission
to Delhi University for an MD in Medicine with a view to a career in cardiology. To
fill in time I was working in the casualty department when I met one of the senior
surgeons that I had previously worked with. He suggested I was wasting my time
working in the Casualty Department and that I should apply for a locum registrar
post in neurosurgery. I suddenly found myself working in a speciality that I knew
very little of but soon enjoyed more than any others I had experienced. Having now
decided to pursue a career in neurosurgery I was convinced by my bosses to
travel to the UK and they arranged for me to start my training at Liverpool. At
this time trainees were encouraged to work in several centres and this took me
to the neurosurgical departments at Liverpool, Sheffield and Cardiff.
It had always been my intention to return to India after completing my neurosurgical
training and in 1984 I visited Prof Varma in Bangalore. It was the first time I met him
and I was keen to have his advice on how I could find a suitable neurosurgical
position in India. He had of course partly retired by then but was still held in high
regard and his advice was valuable. I met him at his home where he treated me
with the utmost courtesy and hospitality. He was honest and pointed out that
neurosurgeons who had completed their training in India were having difficulty
finding suitable posts. The likelihood that I would find one was remote – especially
as in a reciprocal move to that made by the General Medical Council the Indian

Medical Council had stopped recognising UK qualifications. This was the same advice
I had received from Prof P N Tandon at AIIMS in Delhi. Disappointed with this, I had
to change my plans and seek my future in the UK. In 1985 I was appointed as
Consultant Neurosurgeon at Dundee Royal Infirmary which was part of the
University of Dundee. Here I could specialise in Stereotactic and Functional
Neurosurgery (i.e. neurosurgery for movement and psychiatric disorders, chronic
pain and epilepsy) – the same areas in which Prof Varma had established an
international reputation. In 1998 I moved to the Walton Centre in Liverpool to set up
the Deep Brain Stimulation for Movement Disorders programme.
An eminent North American neurosurgeon who was visiting the Walton Centre asked
me if I knew Prof R M Varma and whether I was related to him. (I have been asked
this many times but unfortunately, we were not related. He was from the
Mavelikkara branch of the Tranvancore Royal family while I have tenuous links
with the Kochi royal family.) It was only as we discussed Prof Varma’s contributions
to stereotactic surgery that I appreciated the uniqueness of the film that I had seen as
a medical student. While most stereotactic surgery is carried out through traditional
frontal cranial burr holes Prof Varma had developed a novel method of approaching
the thalamic and subthalamic nuclei. He used a percutaneous approach from the
side of the face and through the foramen ovale. This approach is widely used to
access the Gasserian ganglion for the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia but to my
knowledge Prof Varma was the only one who had the courage to use this approach
to target deep brain structures. Most modern neurosurgeons consider this approach
with a mixture of awe and disbelief but “The Varma Technique” is forever enshrined
in the history of stereotactic surgery. After all these years, I wished I had paid just a
little more attention to the film we were shown in that darkened lecture theatre at the
AIIMH.
I again met Prof Varma in 2004. I had been invited to deliver the Dr AC Jain Oration
at the Bangalore meeting of the Indian Society for Stereotactic and Functional
Neurosurgery. Prof RM Varma was there as a guest and it was an honour to once
again meet such a famous person. What struck me immediately was his humility
and self-effacing nature. Despite his great contributions to neurosurgery he was
more keen to know about my career and was extremely modest about his
achievements. He talked about the enjoyable time he spent in Bristol and of the
many colleagues we knew in common. Despite being in his 80s he had obviously
kept up to date with developments in his field and asked polite but searching
questions. I then had the ultimate privilege of being asked to present Prof Varma
with a memento of the meeting and I proudly retain a photograph of this event.
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